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A (TJENERALIZE[) APPROACH TO ESTIMATION AS
IM PLEM ENTED IN THE TROLL I SYSTEM
uv MARK EISNER AND Roitt IS. PINDY('Kt
This paper presents the theoretical background of the met buds andlgritIioicad in the estimation
capability in the TROLL / srstem. Tin' TROLL / approach proizdes tlcthilitr to eonthuie mosttate-
of-the-ar: procedures into one Ostilnatioli process. us a result, a consistent ihc-oretical fricoic work, whiuhi
is presented in this paper, can also sc'ri'c' as a renew0/est iniat ion techiliiqiis's. taken Iro'u a gcnerali:ed
point of clew.
I.INFRODU('Tt()N
The estimation capability in TROLL/I is designed to provide a compicle set
of regression techniques within an effective and usable framework. Over the
last decade a number of advanced statistical techniques have been explored and
accepted by the econometric community. However, it has often been dillicult
for the applied econonletrician to readily obtain access to computer orograms
which provide these techniques. Even when programs existed for a particular
procedure. the econometrician could not easily combine several ditTerent pro-
cedures into one estimation. We have tried to solve this problem in TROLL'l
by not only providing most major state-of-the-art procedures but also by presenting
them as basic units which can be combined in any chosen manner.
Since TROLL/I allows the combination of a variety of statistical procedures
for the estimation of linear or nonlinear equations, it must, in a sense, he viewed
as a "user-beware" system. Often combinations of procedures, particularly
when used in nonlinear estimation, have questionable statistical properties, and
the statistical interpretation of a great rnanother proce(Iures has sitnply not
been explored. Our approach to estimation does not attempt to answer all of these
questions. Rather, we have attempted to devise a coherent and meaningful plan
for combining regression techniques, and to present a consistent method for
producing the statistical results of any of these estimation procedures. This paper
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29will outline the integrated approach to estimation that we haveapplied to
TROLL/I. We will also discus:; the substantive algorithms and methodsUsed in
the TROLL/I estimation capability so that a user can have anauthorjtatje source from which he can interpret the results ot regressions performedon the
system.
II. (iiiNi:R.i/\ PPR( )A( Ii
All of the estirnatton techniques that have been inipleinentein TROLlI
can be divided into three basic operations : a least squares Piocedure, setsof data
transformations, and statistical analyses. These operations, lunctionally
organp?e(l as separate entities. are combined for each estirnatioi techniqite This
involves determining the correct ordering of the operations as wellas producing a scheme
which would provide meaningful statistics. Procedures and
transformations have been adopted for estimating parameters that appear withflOflhiflearities
The following procedures have been implemented:




single equation generalized least squareserror correction
a standard set of statistics based on the observed residualsas well as the
coefficient covariance matrix
These procedures can be used as building blocks foralmost any standardsingle-
equation estimation technique. For example: (a)Two-stage leastsquares (2SLS)
can be implemented by applying [lie instrumental variableIranskjrniation on all
endogenous terms in a regression and thenapplying the ordinary leastsquares procedure. (b) A first-order autoregressiveadjustment can be performed byapply- ing the generalized leastsquares procedure with an appropriateerror covariance
matrix obtained by factoring.
Procedures may also he combined ina less stylized manner. Asan extreme example, one could performa regression on a non-linear equation, inwhich a
polynomial distributed lagoperator is applied to a term. instrumentalvariables are applied to some or all eridogenous terms,and a second orderautoregressive
correction is performed on the wholeequation.
TROLL has been designedso that additional procedurescan he added in an
efficient manner. These could includeother single-equation estimationtechniques
besides least squares regression,such as generalized maximum likelihood,special
small-sample estimators. etc. Plansarc also iinderwato expand the design to
include multi-equationregression techniq ties suchas full information maximum
likelihood and three-stageleast sq uares.
Ill. Tiii ORi)INAi&y Li:AsiSt ARFS Al(a)RilIIM
.4. Choice of .I er/tad
The ordinary leastsquares algortthm implemented in iROLL,I is generalized to handle either linearor non-linear equation forms. Themethod used is based
on a procedure by Marquardt [13].
30(6)
Given an equation of the form
U = fix, B) +t
or,
I) fix, B) = r. where x = (x v,,,) andB(B., H,,)
in whichjisa function of a set of data vectors (x) and a set of parameters (B) with
an implicit additive error vector ti:), the problem is to estimate the coefficients
so that the observed sum of squared residuals is minimized.l.euing e represent
the observed residuals, and B the estimated set of parameters, we must minimize
the objective function:
(2) ce = ./ (x, B)(x. B)
There are three standard approaches to the solution of this problem:
I) A direct search technique niav he used n which the objective function is
evaluated for sets of values, and that sd which results in a minimum is
chosen as the estimated parameters. i1oweer. this method isoften
inordinately expensive in computation.
A second approach is to foim he lirst order conditions of the objective
function and solve them. However, this may result in complicated non-
linear equations which will have to be solved. This approach can also he
computationally expensive.
A third approach. and the one which we have chosen for TROLL/i,
involves linearizing the given equation so that it fits the form ( }-.VB) =
This results in a quadratic objecti\ e function
(3) cc = (V - XBf( Y.VB)
whose first order conditions can be expressed asan explicit solution
for B
(4) B=(XX)'XY
This approach has a number of advantages. the first of which is com-
putational elliciency. If the equation to be estimated is linear to begin
with, the procedure reduces directly to ordinary linear least squares.
In the nonlinear case the process provides a clear guideline for incorporat-
ing statistical techniques which are usually only applied to linear
regression.
B.1'I;e Iterw lie Process
I.The Liueari:ation. \Vebegin by expanding the function
(5) fly, B) = : H = tH ,B)






Now, using just the lirst two terms of the expansion, '\e an rewrite theexpanded
equation so that all of the known givri B and/ alues are on theleft
hand side.
(7) B'I t(B=B1' -I-;
i iM I
The original equation has now been approximated by a linear equation formin
which the unknown B can he estimated using an ordinarlinearregression
procedure.
2. I'er/ornring a linear regress:on. The partial derivative 01/(B) withrespect to
a particular B1 has been named the "co-term" of that coefficient. After Performing
the Taylor expansion on an equation. we can examine the resultingset of co-terms
lj/?B1; i = I.....n. II no co-termcontains a coefficient a linearregression is
indicated. The initial values (B°) are automaticallset to zero, and a singleregres-
sion is performed. For example, given the linear equation
or,
- ax - b =
the expansion results in the following form
-(I0Xh° + a°x + h° = ax + b ±:
which is equivalent to a linear reressionon the original equation.
A benefit of this approach when dealing with linearequations is that one is
not restricted to expressing the equation in the traditionalsum of products form.
For example, consider the linear equation
.V - (1)X+h + c
- (I).'--I) =
After expanding this we have:
V_(j_aO)x_h0u0v+bOIj\.+hl.
Now, clearing terms,a linear regression on the transformed equation
V - x = - ax 4- h -f :
is actually performed.
3. Perfirn,i,g a nonlineare.sliniationIf after the expansionaiiy Co-term
does contain a coefficient,a nonlinear regression is indicated. The initial values
for B° are arbitrary, buttypically a "reasonable guess" isused. (The TROLL/I
system sets each value of B°to Iif no first guess is supplied.)The iterative process
then involves the followingsteps:
perform the regressionon the linearized equation
test to see if B is markedly differentfrom B°














Clearly, this process involves performing a linear regression on the residual
values derived from subtracting the observed values from the function specified
by B°, selecting abetter fitting function as specified hthe new B, and repeating
the process until B and B" converge.'
The convergence criterion used to determine ifis close enough to B" is:
-- B°lB - Bi max ----------, ---- 0 -rlB; + BI
This is a continuous function which acts as a percent change when B >; and a
straight difference when B <'.In order to insure that scale problems do not
confuse the results, the ratios computed from both end-pointsand B° must
meet this requirement.
Preventing round-of] error. Since the computational process cart return
only a limited number of digits of significance, round-off error can occur. This is
especially true in the regression process due to the formation of a cross-product
matrix.
For each matrix a "condition number'' can he established which rellects the
probability of generating round-oft error in manipulations involving the matrix.
The formation of the cross-product (X'X) will result in a matrix whosecondition
number is the square of the condition number of the original data matrix X.Thus.
if X is poorly conditioned in this sense, the conditioning of thecross-product
matrix will be much worse.
Round-off errors can to a great extent be removed if the conditioningproblem
in the X matrix is reduced before the cross-product matrix isformed. This is
accomplished in TROLL/I by transforming the X matrix by a standard Gram-
Schmidt orthonormalization process. The Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
process, although somewhat order-dependent. hasbeen chosen for a number of
important computational considerations.
Convergence and damping. The nonlinear estimation proceduredescribed
above has the property of converging rapidly to the solution pointif it stays
within the circle of convergence. However, at times the estimatecan overshoot
or leave the circle of convergence completelyduring the iteration process. This
can result in the method diverging instead ofconverging. or in oscillations around
the correct solution. In order to solve this problem. amethod for damping the
computed step in B has been provided. Rather than taking the whole stepB - B°
for the next iteration the following step is taketi instead:
(9) Bd = B° ± (B - B°), where 0 < 1
By applying the damping factor, the algorithm is in factchoosing a step
somewhere between the one indicated by the Taylor expansionmethod and one
which would be indicated if a steepest descent method were beingemployed.2
Various automatic and semi-automatic heuristics areincluded in TROLL to
determine an appropriate damping strategy
For a discussion and format proof of the convergence of this algorithm, thereader is referred to
Marquard( [131.




ft6.P,s;tlw ing stit is( i\/1,r least .\c/uw&s ' oiI ilL eelii Ihatit form
(or least squares regression has been presented SI) tar as
!(v. Ifl-
A nore standard iorn ulation Won Id he
I 10) f(v. B) = gIv. ill)itx. B)
or.
(I I) g(v, B)h(., 13) 4-
where h(x, B) or the right hand side (RI-IS) represents 's'hatarc COnsjderej the
"independent'' terms of the equation and g(v. B) or the1. FISrepresetits tile "dependent' terms of the equation. lraditionallv, the LI IScontaj
eflicients. hut Iour generahicd approach this need no he the ease
To produce althe standard regi ession statist ks.he1011OWiflobasic in- formaton must he available.
(a) the number of ohserval loris and number of eU-terms
h) a set of reskii ids generated Irom the estimated cocthecii is (B)
(c) a covariance matrix for the est mated coetlicients
(di the variance of the Li IS of the eq nation
For our generalized procedure this intorinationis produced in a straight_for\v
manner. The covartance matrix for the estiniated coellicients is.of Course based
on the (.VX) -matrix which s produced by the final iteration in the Consergeike process. and the variance of the LI-IS is determined by evaluatinggI x'. B) and
calculating the variance of the resulting vector.
The results calculated above arc usedto produce standard statisticsthe meaning and properties of which arc svell-dehnedfor the linearcase In the iion-
lii;ear ease these statistics usiiallhave meaning onlin terms of tile linearized
equation at the solution point.
7. Conthiuing (nsl,nwr lca.sl-s(juw-d.5 nit/i of/icr techniques. Additionpilcorrec- tion techniques suchas instrumental variables or generalited leastsquares can he combined ss ith a linearregression in the standard manner. If thereiression is nonlinear, these techniquesare applied at each iteration to the linearregression
on the expanded equation form. Iii somecases. hots ever, the statistical iniplication
of these additional techniquesis not clear for tile nonlinearcase Theshould
always he cnlplo\ ed ss it ii this inmind, and then only alter carefulconsideration of the particularregression to be performed.
IV. Dis(kilOii)I()iiR iORS
A common equation formin estimatioii problems containsa weighted sum of co-terms laggedO\Cr a specilIed time ranee. This lagdisiribiiiloii for ;i co-term can he expressed in summation formas:
'b",, )
Terms expressed in this formarc referred to as distributed lagoperators. Nornia
regression procedures can be applieddirect lv to eq nat ionscont alit!I1)distributedlags hut problems with colhneirity between the lagged terms can often occur.
Therefore, a number of methods have been derived to prodLice estimates of a,
conditional on some constraint vvhicli reduces the problem of collitiearitvI he
most popular of these nroccdurcs is the A!mon prces'. vhtch rc'.i rut 'tin'
coeflicients to values of a polynomial of degree less than or equal to the number
of terms in the lag operator.
L The 4li.tOt'itIl!?l
('onsicler a lag operator vvtIiin an equation:
(12) --phi,, )I (B. x,) =




Linearizing equation (I 2) h the tandar11procedure yields
' aJ+ Y B' i(a') -- /(B°)=V
-0 i(1iIir 10
now substituting for a on the right-hand side:
1-Jere, is the matrix of "included" (lagged) co-terms, and.VLthe matrix of
"unincluded'' (unlagged) co-terms. Then the right hand side of equation (14)
can be revv'riUdn as
Zw ± Xt "B, where Z = XIM,S'












fromequation (I 5)Note that the elementsin this niatrjx are in effect arbitrarily determined by the
indexing scheme used toexpress the polynomial, and therefore, another scrambling
matrix which represents thesame summation range but which avoids problems
with zero index valuescan be chosen. An appropriate S matrix can he formed by
constructing n + Irows, the elements of which represent the coefficient of a
Lagrangian interpolation polynomial. It has thefollowing structure :
B. The Pross
The co-terms included in the lagoperator, x", are extracted and multiplied
by the scramblinmatrix S to produce a transformed data matrixZ.
Z =
This constructed Z matrix iscombined with the niatrix ofco-terms of the un-
included variables
= [z X]
Ordinary least squares is thenapplied resulting in a coefficientvector which is composed of the polynomial weightingcoefficients and the coefficients ofthe
unincluded variables. This expandedvector is given by:
[B
The correct coefficients.âr, are produced from the estimatedweights r;
a = Si
The fInal coefficient vector isfound by concatenating a and, i.e., is given by:
a
[B
It is often desirable to apply"zero-restrictions" to the polynomialterms of the transformation. It ispossible to set any weightw to zero by dropping out the
corresponding column from thescrambling matrix. Forexample, to set the first










r-- j]2 -fl± I
-2J ii ± 2
1'term w0 to 0, remove the first column from the S matrix. Similarly, one may force
the tail of the polynomial to zero by the same procedure.
Equation forms containing more than one polynomial distributed lag operator
can be estimated within our generalized framework, and there is, of course, no
reason why the term within the lag operator need be linear.
For example, the following equation could be estimated:
=ax'.,+
Ic,;+ L
Statistics consistent with ordinary least squares are produced for regressions
containing a distributed lag. Residuals are generated by evaluating the original
equation with the final coefficient estimates [] and the original data. The co-
variance matrix produced by the regression, however, is generated from the data-
matrix which contains the constructed variables; i.e.,
= [(ZX)'(ZX)]'
To transform this into the correct asymptotic covariance matrix, a transformation
matrix D is formed from the original scrambling matrix and an identity matrix




The new covariance matrix is produced by
(25) C=
V. INSTRUMENTAl. VARIABI.E TRANSFORMATIONS
A basic assumption when performing a least squares regression is that the
implicit error term is uncorrelated with any of the co-terms in the equation. If
this assumption is violated for a particular co-term, an instrument can be created
which is statistically independent of the error and which can then be used in place
of the co-term. This instrument can be created by regressing the co-term on a set
of variables which are assumed to be uncorrelated with the error term but are
correlated with the co-term. Since this constructed variable is a linear combination
of terms which are uncorrelated with the error, it too is uncorrelated with the
error and can be used in the estimation in place of the original co-term.
A. The Process
Given an equation:
-(x,B) = g(x, B) -- h(x, B) =
a set of co-terms correlated with r:
X1 = ;I = 1.....k
cB1
37L.
and a set of ariah1es W= ( U'1 .....U') which are assumed to he
uncorrelated with. but correlated with the A'1, perform the regression on theuations
.V -WI'1i-
whereP1are a set of coetlicients and v isan implicit error term Then
= flY W - 1W.y
= IVP1.and,= V
where s'are the observed residuals from thercIressjon ihis processISrepeated for allX1.
Now to perfor,n aregression on /(x, B), expand theequation:
B°/- 1(B°)=IB-Y±
and substitute tileconsiructedvariables for thoseco-terms assumed to hecorre!ttecI with i:
IfS= the constructed variables
= the other co-ternis
and
Y =B°+'B°X1- JR








B. Stj.stj5 br!n.s(ru,n',uf I 'wja/,h.'
ResidujJs arc obtainedby evaluating theoriginal function usingthe fitial estimates of thecoefficients
B)
Note that theoriginal data andnot the constructedco-terms should he used in calculating the resjduilsThis insures thatthe estimatedvariance of the regression correspotids to thestructural disturbancesnot compounded byfirst-stage residuals Given the finalestimates of thecoefficientsthe varianceco%jriancematrix is definedas
coy= E{(E - B)(- B)]
38where B are the true values of the coelilcients. Fromequations (31) and (32):
B - B = (XX'X'Y B
(X'X)'XIXB Ic 1B] - B
= (X'Xi '["XB ++ ?rB] - B
but i is by construction orthogonal to r. so
=
and the variance-covariance matrix is
COV =
Notice that the variance cis based on the residuals from the originalequation,
an(l that the (') 'is the inverse of thecross-product matrix of co-terms which
results from the final regression procedurewhich includes the instrumental
variable substitution.
C.1.1 sing instrumental Variables br NonlinearEquations
Instrumental variables should be used in a nonlinearregression if it is believed
that one or more co-terms are correlatedwith the implicit error term.
For example. given the nonlinear equation
= ahx1 + hx2 + :
the expanded form is
va°b°x, - h°x2 ± a°(h°x,) + b°(a°x, + x,) =a(h°x,) + b(a°x, + .2)
or





It may certainly be assumed that the co-termof either a or 6 is correlated with
L and that instrumentalvariables should he used to correct this problem.
The value of a nonlinear co-term canchange during each iteration of the
solution process. i.e., the co-termh°x1 changes for each new value of 6° obtained.
Therefore, a new constructed variable for that co-termmust be evaluated at each
iteration of the solution process. This process can,of course, be computationally
expensive.
39D. Prineipal Component Trans/orniat ion 0/a Set a!
The set of variables which are uSedto construct instrurnenkcan Oten he quite large. especially whena two- taL'c least squares procedure isfoilowe(l example, the entire set of exogenous variablesas well as Some laggedendogenous variables may he chosen. A large set ol variablesgreatly increases theconiplexjt3 and cost of the process, or caneven result in a negative number ofdegrees of freedom in the first stage.
The principal components transformationproduces a new set ofvariables which are orthogonal linearcombinations of the originalvariables. Thesenew variables are ordered so that eachvariable explains as much ofthe remaining variance of the original variablesas possible. As a result, it is oftenpossible to use a much smaller set of variables while stillaccounting for the majorfraction of the variance explained by the originalvariables.
Given a matrix of the original variablesU' which is n x,s where n = number of observations ands = nuniber of predetermined variables,to create the principl
components form the (s x) correlation matrix r= (r) where
(44) p... =--L_ :.. Ii\(l/n),(1[V2(lin)V,(lI1
Find the characteristicroots, and the characteristicvectors of the nlatrjx R.
= 1......s e0 I
Then order these roots andvectors such that
The factor loadings for thefirst principalcomponent are then found bynormalizing the eigenvectors
(45) =
for the desired set ofprincipal components.
Form the s xr matrix A, where
s = number of originalinstruments
r = number of desiredinstruments
The new set ofinstruments is created from
(46) T= WA
Note that thisnew set of instrumentscan be significantly smaller thanthe original set of instruments W.
VI. GENERALIZEDLEAST SQUARESFOR A SINGLE EQUATION
A basicassumption of least-squaresregression is that each impliciterror term comes froma population witha constant variance, andthat each error is independent of any othererror.
40Thus the variance-covariance matrix of the errors must be
If this is nat hc case, ordinary least squares will result in estimates that are un-
biased and consistent, but that are not efficient. It is not unusual, however, for this
assumption to be violated. If one is performing regressions on crosssectionaI
data related to a set of firms, the error variance For each observation may be
related to the size of the firm, and the diagonal elements of the error covariance
matrix will not be constant. Often in regressions on time-series data it is reasonable
to assume that errors occurring in previous time periods will be correlated with
errors in the current time period, since the arbitrary time divisions used in the
analysis do not correspond to the actual continuous process being analyzed.
This relation between the current and previous error terms will result in non-zero
off-diagonal terms in the variance-covariance matrix.
= if2 V
A. Generalized Least Squares Co;reeiioii
In order to provide an efficient estimate using least squares, it is necessary
to transform the error term a SO that its error covariance matrix is of the correct
form.




If the covariance of the error process is known, the matrix A is deterniined as
follows:
E[] = E(Au;A') =
= AEfra')A =
= A(T2VA'if2!
= AVA' = I





Therefore the correct transformation matrix is constructed by factoring4 the
inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the error term a.
A Choteski triangular factoring procedure is used. See Faddeev [71, p. 144.
41A regression on this transformed errorterm will minimize thef011OWing objective function
tb=ë=eAtle=el' 'e
This approach also maximizes the likelihoodfunction, i.e., givenan error term. with an assumed niultivariate normal distributionand a knownCOVaruu matrix V the likelihood function
L(B) eI2T
is maximized when the negativeexponent is mininiizctl, or wheflthe objetj function
is minimized.
B.The Process
Given an equation form
-fLy,B =
in which the covariancematrix of. is known
E(r:) 2 V
such that
A transformation matrixAis constructed by factoringV -i.e., A is formed
Al= V
The equation is linearized,and the linearized equationis then premultiplied hthe transformation matrix A
I (B°)=B(A:)
The ordinary leastsquares procedure is then invokedon this transformed equation.
C.Geier(jj:(/Least Squareswith aSrfl/o/j ErrorCorarf(1,u(''fairly
The precedingdiscussion assumed thatthe error covariaricerilatris was ft i.e.. itcould be numericallyspecified Howe er. whencleaJjnwith time- series analysisthe error processis often exprese(Ias a function of aet at parameters. For example, theuser may hvpothesi,e that theerror termfollowsa second-order autoregressiveprocess of the form
i + P:-- 2+
or that it follows a first-ordermoving averageprocess of the form:
P.r +
42In these cases the error covariance matrix and its inversewill he a function of the
parameters p
To perform generalized least squares we must determinethe values of the
parametersf);which minimize the least squares objective function
= e'V.
1 = Af(x.B)(11j(x,B))
The standard procedure for minimizing this functionwould he to derive the
fIrst order conditions, and solve the resulting setof simultaneous equations. These
conditions are:
(I




.-= B)- = 0: / ==I r
P1 P1
It is normally difficult to solve these first orderconditions direct!. hut. by
partitioning the system, the problem can be greatlysimplified. If an initial guess
is made for i the first set of equations (64) reduces to astandard generalized least
squares regression with a giventransformation matrixA.This regression will
produce a set ofB'swhich can be used in the second set of equations toproduce
new values for p.
Gi en a first guess for p. which we will call p°. the standardgeneralized least
squares procedure will produce anestimate ofBand as a result a set of observed
residuals ê.
Given this set of residuals,the objective function
=(A0êY(A,,ê)
can be minimized via a simpledirect search procedure. This results in a new set
of parameters fi which are then used in the generalizedleast squares procedure to
produce a new set ofB.The process is continued until no significant change can
be made in either the ps or theB's.
The process described above issimilar in some ways to the familiar
l-lildreth -Lu [10] procedure forcorrecting for first-orderMarkov serial correlation.
In this case, a single p needs to he estimatedsuch that
- I I
The solution process is again partitioned into two stepsbut instead of
evaluating a new p from a previous guess the domainof p is divided into an equally
partitioned grid. The grid point which produces thesmallest sum of squared
residuals is considered the solution point. A gridsearch has the advantage of more
certainly finding the neighborhood of a globalminimum as compared to the
direct search which may result in a local minimum.However, when the number of
p's to be estimated is greater than one, the process canbe prohibitively expensive.
See IlildrcthI.0[10] or Box [2], Chapter 3.
43For example, assume that a grid of twenty points is used forthe first order
Hildrcth--- Lu process. To achieve the same accuracy witha secojid-order process,
four hundred grid points would have to he evaluated.One can achicea com
promise between the two methods hr perfi'rniinga t hin grid with a sn-iaj number
of distinct regressions in which theis fIxed. The regression with thesmallest sum
of squares can be considered to be at a relatively "global"minimum. Thena
direct search can be undertaken to improve the estimate ofthis minimum point.
Use of Generalized Least Squares
The generalized least squares procedure describedabove can be applied either
to linear or nonlinear equations. However, ifa symbolic transformation matrix
A is used in conjunction with a nonlinearequation, two iterativeprocesses ire
involved and extensive computationmay be required to reacha solution. The
process is well defined if a symbolic form is providedtbr the matrices A, V.or
VHowever, ii is only compulationally efficientif the symbolic matrixA is
supplied directly. Symbolic A matricesare available for example, fotautoregressise and moving average errorprocesses.
Statistics for Generalized Least Squares
When applying generalized leastsquares, the standard procedure forderiving statistics must be slightly modified.
If we return to the otiginal equationand evaluate it to ohtan theresiduals. values for the untransformederror term will be produced. However, theStatistics generated for least-squaresare valid only if the error terms satisfy theleast-squares assumptions, i.e., is serially uncorrelatedand is homoscedastjc Therefore,these residuals must be transformedto reflect the transformederrors. This is accomp-
lished by multiplying the resultingresiduals by the specifiedtransformation matrix, i.e., forming
ë = .4e
It is these transformedresiduals, ê, that are used inderiving all statistics I'or general- ized least squares.
The correct matrixto use in producing thevariance-covariance matrix of the coefficients when performinggeneralized least squares is the inverseof the cross- products matrix generatedin the regressionat solution.6 This can beseen clearly by substituting the followingtransformed variables in the standardderivation of the covariance matrixof the coefficients:
ë=Ae
Y=AY
We assume here that thereare no lagged dependent variables inthe equation.
44then
- B = (.VXy'Y - B
= (X'X) '[SB +] - B
= (''I
and




The calculation of the variance of the dependent term (i.e., the LI-IS) also
requires a variable transformation, i.e., given w = g(x, B) as the LHS, the trans-
formed variable -
= Aw
is used in constructing the LHS covariance.
VII. ('OMBINING STA1IsTICA!. PROCEcURES
It would not be unusual for an econometrician to want to combine two or
more of the statistical techniques that have been described in the previous sections
of this paper. For example, one might want to apply both generalized least squares
and instrumental variables to a nonlinear equation with a polynomial distributed
lag operator on one or moreofits co-terms. Oneofthe greatest strengthsofa
system such as TROLL/I is, in fact, that it allows one to freely combine statistical
techniques in this way.
Questions arise, however, as to how these techniques should he combined,
and in particular, in what order they should be combined. For example, should a
generalized least squares transformation be made before or after an instrumental
variable substitution is made? These ordering questions must be resolved so as to
best insure consistency and efficiency in the estimatesdirectly in (lie case of a
linear estimation. and for each iterative linearization in the case of a nonlinear
estimation.
After the proper ordering of techniques is resolved, questions still remain as
to the method of obtaining statistics when techniques are combined within a
single estimation. I-low, for example, should residuals be calculated when general-
ized least squares is combined with instrumental variables, and what is the proper
asymptotic variance-covariance of the estimated coefficients?
It may be that some of the standard statistics that econometricians are used
to looking at have no meaning in estimation problems such as the one mentioned
above. It is not a goal in this paper, however, to attempt to prove or even demon-
strate when this is or is not the case. In the end the econometrician will have to
make this decision for himself, based on considerations of his particular estimation
problem.
45It is our goal to set forth whatwe believe is a sensible way to Orderprocedures and calculate standard statistics.Unfortunatel, even large-samplestatistical properties are unknown formany of the estimation problemsthat we will he faced with. As a result, ourarguments and approach will he lareelvI uri'aun- doubtedly some questions willremain unresolved.
A. i'he Basic Orderingof Sti 1st ical Proce/ur.'.
We outline below the basicorderiiu which is used forthe proceduresdiscussed in previous sections of thispaper. F'or single equationestimation
(I ) Generalized leastsquares transformation
Instrumental variablesubstitution (includingtwo-stage least squares)
Polynomial diStributed lagoperators
Ordinary leastsquares procedure (as appliedto linear or nonlinear eq uatioris)
If, for example,a set of three equationsWas to he estimated by usingall four of the aboveprocedures the methodwould he as follows,First, eachequatiol) would be transformedhits correspon(ljllgGLS .1 niatrix. TheA matrices might be known, or they mightbe in syniholic form.
Next, the instrumentalvariable substitution willhe made. Note thatthe first- stage regression will herun on the transformed(by 4) variables of theOriginal eq uat ion.
Finally, oneor more polynomial dlstrihute(llag constraintscan he imposed. This is done bytransforming the data withthe scrambling niatrixS described in section IV. Ifone or more of theequations happened to benonlinear or if the GLS A matrixwas symbolic, then steps(I) to (4) would berepeated iteratively until convergence,
The followingpages describe the logic behindthis orderingapproach, as well as the methodsfor calculatingstandard statistics.
B. CombiningGe,,erjfj1I Least Squa,'esiit1, Instrlm,,i',,t(,fVarjah/c's
The method describedin this section isa more general alternativeto the one proposed by Fair [6] forcombining GLS andTwo-Stage Least Squares firthe case of an autoregressiveerror Process.
We begin byconsidering the case ofa regression on a linearequation, i.e., an equation of the form
= xh + a
Assume thatv is correlated witha. and that a has a knownvariaflcecovariniice matrix:
E{aa']a V
It is easy to see thatan application of instrumentalvariables first and thengeneral- ized leastsquares will result in anestimate of b for whichthere is no guaranteeof Consistency.
46Suppose U', br example, is a set of instruments, and we performed the first-
stage regression
x = lIP + v
resulting in
x = WP -t- r
=
If we then substituted .into the original equation we would have:
= h + (.; +ph)
Now to estimate h by generalized least squares we would have to find the matrix
4 such that
Au =
and then transform our equation to veld
($0) A I.1.h -(/1; + ,trh)
Note that we have no guarantee that 4will he uneori elated with (Ak; + Aub)
and. therefore, no guarantee of consistency. Also, consider the variance-covariance
matrix of the error term in this transformed equation:
t8 I)E[A: + Auh)(4.: + ArhYi = E[Aii'il] + [4thi"/l'] + E[ArhA']
-1-- E[ArhhA']
While the probability limit of the second and third terms in the above equation is
zero, the fourth term might introduce heteroscedasity, whichis exactly what we
had hoped to eliminate by using generalized least squares.
The solution is simply to reverse the order in which these procedures are
applied. In other words, begin by applying the GLS transformation to the original
equation
Ar =Axh-f AL
Next, if U' is the set of instruments, regress:
Ax = U'P + v
giving us
= W P
Now perform ordinary least squares on the equation
(84) Ar = Axh + (Ac + rh)
If the instruments were chosen properly, Ax will be uncorrelated with both ,4c
and ub and a consistent estimate will result. This is essential for the use of the com-
bined procedures.
In addition, the procedure also preserves the efficiency of the estimateby
maintaining a honioscedastic variance-covariance matrix. Consider the variance
47covariance matrixofthe new error term
E{(A + i'h)(A; + rb)]E[A:'4 ] +{.lth1-i ]-F E['irhL-1 I
+ EfthhrJ
Again the probability limitofthe second and thirdterms is zero, hut theexpected value of the fourth term isa scalar diagonal.
If the original equation happenedto be nonlinear, thesame Procedure would hold, but would be repeatedat each iteration. In otherwords, if thecquatwn was ofthe general form,
--f(x,B) =
it would be linearized, andthen be premultiplied bythe Iransforimitionmatrix A
87) A[BOL1(xB1)J= + .-i:
An instrumental %ariahlesubstitution could then heapplied to theco-terms. If IV was the set of instrumentswe would obtain:
A= WP
Ordinary leastsquares would then be appliedto the following equation:
4L
B0- f(x,B0)] B1(.41+ ih:
If the varjancecovarjancematrix V of theerror term was in symbolicforni (i.e., a function ofone or more unknownparameters) the same orderingof proce- dures would apply.The estimation, however,would now also involvean iterative process over the unknownparameters in the V matrix,and the instrumental variable substitutionwould have to herepeated for each iteration Consider thecase of a Second-orderautoregressi'e error processi c., error terms of the form
:, =p1- P -2-:7
We would beginby using a "firstguess" forp1and pto calculate the 1° matrix and theresulting transforniitionmatrix .I0 (11 no "firstguess" could he supplied, the initialvaluesofp1and P2 could beset to iero, niaking A'= 1.) The equation to he estimatedwould then he linearizedaround B° andpreniultiplied by the transformationmatrix A°. TheInstrument variable substitutionwould then be applied, andthe resultingequation will he of theform
A[B0L_f(xB0)jB(AB)+
Ordinary leastsquares would be appliedto (91), and the resultingresiduals would be used tocalculate new estimatesforp1and P2 using thesearch procedure
48described previously. A new transformation matrix, A1, would result. This process
would be repeated until p andconverged. Note, however, that at each iteration
a new instrumental variable regression and substitution must he performed.
and the computational cost of this procedure could therefore be considerable
if the equations are nonlinear.
We remind the reader again that in the case of a nonlinear estimation, all
statistics (e.g., standard error, f's, etc.) relate to the linearized regression in the last
iteration of the process. We can thus discuss the calculation of statistics by con-
sidering the linearized regression:
(92) Y = Xh+ t:
where X is the matrix of coterms (/B1) and Y is the constant term
Y BU 1(80)
We now consider the problem of calculating the residuals. We explained
in section VI that when generalized least squares is used, the only relevant residuals
for use in calculating statistics are the transformed residuals
93) e =
where A is the GLS transformation matrix and e is the residual vector from the
original equation.
When generalized least squares and instrumental variables are combined
in the linear regression above, the question arises as to whether the transformed
residuals should be calculated with or without the instrumental variable substitu-
tion. As explained in section V, residuals should be calculated without the sub-
stitution. In other words, the residuals
=AYAXb
should be used, and not the residuals
= AYAXh
Finally, note that the proper asymptotic variance-covariance matrix must
contain the instrumental variable substitution. For a linear regression,
b = [(AXft4X')] '(4X)A Y
= [(AX)(.4))] Vy[(AY)b + A + tb]
where u are the residuals in the instrumental variable regression. SinceAX is
orthogonal to r,
b = h + [(.Vy(A)] '(AV)'Aa
Then the variancecovariance matrix of the estimated coefficient b is given by:
E[(b - !,)(b - b)] = a2[(AX)'(AX)]
Here we use the estimated value of the error variance which is calculated exactly
as it is in the simple GLS case, i.e., using the transformedresiduals è.
49C. Combining Polynomial Distributed Lagswit/i Ge,ierajjze(/ LeastSquares (hid Instrupnentat Variables
This section discusses the applicationof a polvuonijal distrjhut&'dtag (PDL) operator to a regression that also involvesa generalized leastsquares transfor mation and an instrumental variablesubstitution. As mentiofle(jbefore, the PIJL operation can be viewed as simplya constrained estimation in whichthe included co-terms X'are postmultipliedoythe constraining''scranibling'' matrix S before the oidinary leastsquares procedure is applied. Now,if a GLStransfor mation and an instrumental variablesubstitution arc also to heapplied the only question is at what point should thePDL constraint (i.e.,postrnultiplicatioii by S) be imposed.
Our approach (andwe offer no formal proof of itsvalidity at this time) isto include the lagged data in theoriginal data matrix butto apply the PDLconstraint after the GLS transformationand the instrumentalvariable substitution hasbeen made. In other words,we apply the constraint after thedata has been"cleaned up," i.e., after problems ofheteroscedasticity serialcorrelation, and correlations between co-terms anderror terms have been removed.Our method isoutlined below. We begin witha linearization of the basicregression equation:
(99) +BLJ(B°,a)= + : (B1 ar
We obtain anestimate (or first-guess) of theerror varianceco%1riance matrix J',. and factor thisto get the transformationmatrix A. We thenpremultiply the linearized equation by.4,.
We next perform theinstrumental variableregression and make thesub- stitution into the linearizedequation. We then have:
(100) ±BLJ(B0a)j a1(.4J;)- + A
At this point the PDLconstraining transforniatioi1is applied. Those co-terms which have beenexpanded in a sum 01 lagsand are to he included inthe PDL operationarc postmultiplied by thescramh1i,g matrix S. Notethat these aie no longer the sameco-terms that appeared inthe regressionequation-- they have alreadyundergone a GLS transfornijtiouand may also haveundergone an instrumental variable substitution
Ordinar' leastsquares is applied
The results areunscrambled ic., transformedhack into thetlnconstnjijied data space. Residualsare calculated and anew estimate of i;, is obtained.We can then go hack to step(a), and repeat theprocess until convergence isreached. As before, inproducing regressionstatistics we must heconcerned with the method of calculatingthe residuals, and themethod of calculatingthe variance- covariance matrix of thecoefficients
The residuals shouldbe calculatedexactly as they were whenGLS and instrumental variableswere combined withouta PDL operation In otherwords. simply take theresiduals from theoriginal equation(without the instrumental variable substitution),and multiply themby the transformationmatrix A,, as
50before. The PDL. operation is simply a constraint on the orditiary least squares
regression, and does not imply a transformation of the error term (as does, for
example, GLS), As a result, it does not affect our calculation of the residuals.
In calculating the variance-covariance matrix of the coefficients, we must
apply an "unscrambling" process. Recall that the PDL constraining transfor-
mation took the form
Z = XINCS
with the rank of Z less than the rank of X. Combining those variables X(N
that are not included in the PDL operation, we wrote the constrained (scrambled)
data matrix ,as
g= [Z XLN]
Then the constrained variance-covariance matrix will he
As discussed in section IV. the unconstrained variance-covariance matrix C
can be found from the transformation C= DcD'.It is important to keep in mind
here that the matrices Xi'( and X'have been transformed by the GLS trails-
formation matrix A,, and contain the instrumental variable substitutions.
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